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Telos Alliance TV Solutions Group Showcases New 
Telos Infinity

®
 AoIP Solution at NAB New York 

Telos Infinity IP Intercom and Comprehensive AoIP Product Offering Deliver 

Unprecedented Levels of Efficiency and Scalability 

 

 

New York, NY (October 18, 2017) – This week at NAB’s New York Show, the Telos 

Alliance TV Solutions Group (TVSG) is demonstrating its suite of award-winning audio 

solutions that are changing the face of the broadcast communication industry. Featured 

solutions include the award-winning Telos Infinity® IP Intercom, the Linear Acoustic® 

AMS Audio Monitoring and Authoring System, and Minnetonka’s AudioTools 

Server/CLOUD. 

 

“Broadcast professionals have quickly embraced our recently introduced Telos Infinity 

IP Intercom solution, which unleashes the full potential of a distributed IP audio 

infrastructure,” said John Schur, President of Telos Alliance TV Solutions Group. “As 
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with our Linear Acoustic and Minnetonka products, Telos Infinity offerings will change 

the landscape for broadcast audio communications and contribution systems 

architecture and functionality.”    

 

Telos Infinity IP Intercom is the first in a new series of Telos Infinity solutions. More 

than just a talkback system, Telos Infinity IP Intercom converges voice communication 

and contribution audio on a single IT backbone. Infinity employs the latest standards-

based VoIP and Livewire+ AES67 AoIP to replace outmoded matrix technology with an 

advanced, distributed IP network solution that provides superior functionality in a 

simplified, more elegant form. Upon its introduction at IBC 2017, the Telos Infinity IP 

Intercom received a Best of Show award from a panel of media industry experts.  

 

Also featured at NAB NY is TVSG’s Linear Acoustic Audio Monitoring and 

Authoring System (AMS), a comprehensive hardware and software solution that 

delivers real-time authoring, rendering, and monitoring for 3D audio in compliance with 

the ATSC 3.0 Digital Television System specification. AMS was honored earlier this 

year at NAB 2017 with a coveted Best in Show award from a panel of media industry 

experts.  

 

Featured Minnetonka products include Omnia.9 Radio Processing for Minnetonka 

AudioTools Server solutions – the number one enterprise-level platform for automated 

and unattended file-based audio processing on-site or in the cloud. AudioTools has 

helped broadcasters add audio analysis and management processes to their existing 

video-centric, file-based environments.  

 
For more information, visit Telos Alliance at NAB NY booth N124, or at 

www.telosalliance.com/tvsg. 

 

 

About The Telos Alliance 
For three decades, the brands of the Telos Alliance have revolutionized radio and television by 
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pioneering disruptive, cutting-edge audio technology with the goal of helping global networks 
and local stations produce better programming, improve audience engagement, and bolster 
ratings. The Telos Alliance is made up of six brands—Telos® Systems, Omnia® Audio, Axia® 
Audio, Linear Acoustic®, 25-Seven® Systems, and Minnetonka™ Audio—that raise the bar for 
quality and innovation in the radio and television industries. The Telos Alliance invented Audio 
over IP for broadcast and contributed time and resources to the effort that led to the AES67 
standard. Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, USA, with additional offices and dealers around 
the world, the Telos Alliance offers an industry-leading warranty and backs users' critical on-air 
needs with worldwide 24/7 round-the-clock support for all customers. 
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